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Just watch your cat lovers connect with this charming, magnetic mini kit! Five popular breeds

immortalized on die-cut magnets with a bonus hairball piece, too! The Educational North American

Cat Butts Field Guide rounds out this epic gift opportunity from the Blue Q gang.
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The wacky folks at Blue Q, a company located in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, are responsible for

several wildly popular lines of personal care products from Total Bitch to Dirty Girl, Mullet, Queen,

and Balls.

This was a little added bonus to a Mothers Day gift for my Grandmother who is a Crazy Cat Lady.

What a hoot watching her unwrap this only to realize that it's not only cute but the magnets are

functional. They hold up pics of her Grand Fur Babies on her refrigerator very well and keep in the

theme of her gifts this year. Cats!! We all had a good laugh with these and with the little field guide

that is included so you too can identify the cat butts you spy while in the wild of your own backyard.

On a side note these remind me of an episode of Bobs Burgers in which Bob's sis-in-law likes to

paint animals rears, which made these even more funny since my family and I are fans of the show.

So for all the Cat people, Tina Belchers and Aunt Gayles of the world, Butts, Cat Butts.

I have purchased many of these for friends. They always get a great reaction.Unfortunately, I am



having to purchase a second set for myself now. It turns out that you should not place these,

magnet side up, on the kitchen countertop, then put a metal baking pan on top of them and then put

the pan in the oven. While the oven is on. Luckily I didn't burn down the house but I sure did smell it

up! I really didn't care about the pan but I was so upset about my magnets!! Seems that there are

two different "versions" of cat butts magnets. I sure hope I get the ones pictured!!

A few years ago I was given a set of Cat Butt Magnets on a 9x12 card, and I LOVED them.

Unfortunately, that set is out of print. When I saw this set, also by Blue Q, I was so happy, as a dear

friend has mentioned that she loved these and wanted them. While these are the same magnets

that I have, they turned out to be considerably smaller, and I was a tad disappointed by the lack of

presentation. The magnets come with a small paper flyer on identifying cat butts, but this could have

been done so much better. The original set was a hoot, and they need to bring them back. In the

mean time, however, these cat butt magnets are cute, but they don't have the impact and

presentation of the original product.

I knew this would be a hit amongst my family's holiday white elephant gag gift exchange, as we all

have cats.Yes, the magnets are a bit small, but do you really want giant cat butts hanging around on

your fridge? (and if you do, perhaps you need to look in the self help section for the kind of book that

can help for those issues) For the price andthe comedic value, you can't go wrong. I definitely

recommend this product.

I bought these for myself on a whim, pretending that I was "checking them out" before buying them

as a holiday gift for another cat-appreciating friend. Because, HOW CUTE! Kitty tails and a hairball!I

did in fact buy another set -- and she loved them -- but these are more than a gag gift. They're good

strong magnets, and do an excellent job of holding things on my refrigerator. Such as the piece of

paper reminding me, "Buy cat food!"They're inexpensive, fun, and somehow just-slightly-personal.

That's what I look for in a casual gift, and I bet that's what you want, too. But really... buy two sets,

and keep one for yourself.

What a cheeky present for a cat lover! LOL My daughter gave these to me, and they proudly sit front

and center on my fridge. The booklet that accompanies them had me ROTFL!The magnets are

good quality, hold well to my fridge, but I've not used them to hold anything.WARNING: Not for

anyone who needs a sense of humor transplant!!!!!



Just love it. It's a true laugh for cat lovers and the people who love them.I just have to add to this.

I've set the box on a bookshelf in the living room and everyone who sees it gets a laugh out of it.

Surprising how many people are charmed by the notion of cat butts!:)

I gave this as a gift to my sister in law (27yr old) who owns 7 cats. She laughed so hard and was

trying to decide if it was appropriate to bring to her class of fourth graders to show them. She loved

the hair ball and i would recommend this gift again in a heart beat for a true cat lover
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